A century ago, Abraham Flexner’s effort to upgrade medical education closed underresourced schools that provided almost all of the training opportunities available to black and female physicians. Six decades passed before medical schools—prod by the civil rights and women’s movements—began restoring opportunities for these groups.

In this issue, Gilman and colleagues (1) document an analogous side effect of Medicare’s pay-for-performance (P4P) initiatives: They divert money from underresourced safety-net hospitals that are mainstays of care in many minority communities to hospitals serving more affluent patients.

This worrisome finding is not unexpected. Even excellent physicians who care for disadvantaged patients often score low on P4P metrics (2). Patients from disadvantaged backgrounds rate their hospital care lower (3) and have higher readmission rates (4).

Medicare’s P4P program, which does not adjust for patients’ socioeconomic status, assumes that bonuses and penalties will prod substandard providers to improve or see their patients migrate to higher-quality options. However, when quality problems are due to a hospital’s financial distress and patients cannot go elsewhere, penalizing low scorers may well punish patients and exacerbate quality disparities. Prescribing a starvation diet for safety-net hospitals that are strapped for cash and are quality challenged makes no sense unless the goal is to close them.

Gilman and colleagues’ analysis suggests that the amount diverted from safety-net hospitals so far is modest. However, their estimate is conservative, even modest sums may be important for low-margin institutions, and the safety-net penalty seems certain to grow. To categorize hospitals as “safety-net,” Gilman and colleagues relied on standard but flawed Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services metrics that heavily weight a hospital’s Medicaid load. Hospitals caring for many nursing home residents dually covered by Medicare and Medicaid could meet this standard, even if the hospitals shunned the uninsured. True safety-net hospitals do more than care for Medicaid patients. They have an open-door policy for patients lacking access to care elsewhere, including patients with unprofitable diagnoses, such as mental illness; racial and linguistic minorities; and, most importantly, the uninsured. Because Gilman and colleagues’ safety-net group was diluted by facilities for which that label was inappropriate, they probably understated P4P’s financial toll on true safety-net providers. Moreover, both Medicare and private insurers are set to ratchet up P4P rewards and penalties, even as safety-net hospitals struggle with reductions mandated by the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act in the disproportionate share funding on which they have long relied.

Are P4P’s benefits worth the risk? The evidence is surprisingly slim. A few small, randomized, controlled trials in outpatient settings have shown improvement on surrogate measures, but most have found no improvement, and none have demonstrated reductions in death or disability rates.

No randomized, controlled trials have examined P4P’s effect on inpatient care, but the 2 large-scale, quasi-experimental studies of hospital P4P yielded disappointment. In the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services’ Premier Hospital Quality Incentive Demonstration, the process-based quality indicators at the 200 P4P hospitals initially improved faster than at control hospitals, but the differences subsequently evaporated and patient outcomes did not improve at all (5). An initial evaluation of an English hospital P4P program suggested a mortality benefit (6), but a longer-term follow-up found no improvement (7). Disturbingly, another English study suggested that incentives to shorten surgical queues worsened myocardial infarction mortality rates (8). Diverting resources to elective surgery cases may have distracted from emergency care.

After Medicare began penalizing hospitals for high 30-day readmission rates for patients with pneumonia, heart failure, and acute myocardial infarction, readmissions for those conditions decreased by 1% to 2%. However, the all-cause readmission rate did not budge. Moreover, hospitals’ “gaming” of the readmission metric probably accounts for much of the slight improvement for the 3 target conditions. “Observation” stays, which Medicare does not count as readmissions, have increased sharply and now account for approximately 10% of all hospital stays occurring within 30 days of discharge. Recently discharged patients’ emergency department visit rates (without admission) have also spiked.

Safety-net providers spend less on administration and may lack the administrative resources to keep up in the gaming arms race—the health care equivalent of teaching to the test. Expensive computer systems and consultants facilitate aggressive upcoding and meticulous documentation of comorbid conditions that can exaggerate patients’ severity of illness and inflate risk-adjusted quality scores. Costly administrative efforts can also ferret out exceptions and ensure that boxes are checked (for example, “Yes, we counseled against smoking”), increasing process-of-care scores, regardless of whether they improve care.

With vast sums at stake, gaming has become ubiquitous. Researchers who used external data to audit Medicare Advantage plans’ “safe prescribing” quality
reports discovered that 95% of plans overstate their scores, pushing down the rankings of the 5% who told the truth (9). At a hospital where we worked, the administration responded to poor scores for risk-adjusted mortality rates by hiring coding consultants, even as it was laying off clinical staff. Within 6 months, risk-adjusted mortality rates improved to better than expected and Medicare reimbursement climbed $3 million. Soon after, administrators made physician attendance at coding-coaching sessions mandatory.

Measuring quality is hard under the best of circumstances. Hospitals that look good according to 1 risk-adjustment algorithm often seem downright dangerous according to another. For instance, in the analysis by Gilman and colleagues, safety-net hospitals scored better on mortality despite scoring poorly on process-of-care measures. The use of quality metrics for financial reward or punishment can render the clinical data needed for real quality improvement no more accurate than a tax return.

The recent sustainable growth rate fix, which will tie 18% of Medicare physician fees to cost and quality performance metrics, will intensify P4P pressures, paperwork, and confusion (given the complexity of figuring out which of a patient’s many physicians is culpable for excessive costs or quality deficits). Tethering physicians’ rewards to box checking and redundant documentation risks both substituting insurers’ priorities for patients’ goals and demoralizing physicians. Pay for performance can crowd out intrinsic motivation that keeps us doing good work even when no one is looking. A growing body of behavioral economics research indicates that when preexisting motivation is high, monetary incentives often undermine performance on complex cognitive tasks—particularly when incentives are contingent on specific task performance or associated with surveillance, deadlines, or threats (10).

Paying for quality has strong intuitive appeal. However, as with other medical interventions, intuition may mislead, and adopting everywhere policies that have been proven nowhere puts millions at risk for unintended side effects.
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